Analysis on the effects of folk dance training on players’ spatial expectation levels
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Abstract

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects on spatial perception and spatial anticipation levels the effects of control and study groups with 16 week training folk dancing training.

Material: 120 voluntary college students with no folk dancing background, 60 of which is female has participated in the study. The study group had folk dancing training of 16-week whereas control group has not done any training. Brixton Spatial Expectations test was administered to control groups at the first, eighth and sixteenth weeks of the training. Validation of which has previously been done “Prospects Brixton Spatial Test” has been used in the study. A statistical analysis of the data obtained was done with available statistical software (IBM SPSS Statistics 19, SPSS inc., An IBM Co., Somers, NY) and the significance level was taken as 0.05 and 0.01. Similar results were obtained between experimental and control groups in this study.

Results: There were not significant differences between groups in terms of measurement time as well as in gender. As a result: Short-term training of folk dancing seems to have no impact on the level of spatial perception.

Conclusions: To have a significant effect, a long-term folk dance training is required. In addition, level of spatial perception on folk dance training has no significant difference in terms of gender.
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Introduction

Folk dance as a concept is act and music integration supported with anonymous folk music that includes units of sound creating an aesthetic effect and excitement through the rhythmic and balanced figures as being organized in a euphonious way [1]. Turkish folk dances can be an important activity in terms of meeting the need for acting [2]. Within folk dances, there are exercises possible to develop the physical skills such as strength, balance, flexibility, and coordination. Turkish folk dance has a rich variety of figure diversity. Therefore, it can affect the physical characteristics of dancers and their abilities such as perception, interpretation and decision making depending on the speed of acting and the period [3]. One of the important aspects in folk dances includes staging, choreography, and orientation. Orientation in terms of folk dances is shortly defined as directing the dancers on the stage [4]. To achieve this, dancers are obliged to know all imaginary points and lines on the stage at different shapes. By the help of these points and lines, choreograph and easily establish contact with the dancers. Planning of the stage and determination of the orientation points organizes the acts of the dancers. So these provide dancers’ reaching to the targets easily [5].

During the acting of the folk dances, dancers are obliged to control several factors at the same time. These factors include both physical and mental dimensions. Physically, the dancers are obliged to act the figures used during the dance in a balanced way appropriate to the property of the figure according to a specific order. Performing the figures at the same moment, transition from one dance to another or one figure to another, successful acting of the sections with high difficulty level during the dance depend all upon the physical skills of the dancers. All of the performed acts require a high level physical skill. Furthermore, dancers’ acting in harmony with the music is also fairly important. Another dimension in acting of the folk dancers is folk dance’s requiring a mental activity. When considered mentally, dancers are within two important activities while they are on stage. The first one is controlling the position on stage while thinking the figures and figure transitions and order of the figures (choreography order). And the second one is making place and direction predictions according to the choreography lines and the distance with the other dancers according to the dance and determining the position required to be on according to the orientation lines on the stage. The brain acts as a kind of synchronizer helping us to direct our moves, and providing the orientation of the body and harmony of the figures with the music. The situations such as jumping, leaping, balance and spatial awareness requires calculations in Sensorimotor system of the brain. [6]. All these reveal that folk dances reveal a mental process related to visual-spatial perception beside the physical activity in acting.

Visual-spatial perception is expressed as a way of perception changing according to the situation individuals are in. Spatial perception has a vital importance in organisms’ providing adaptation to the environment and maintaining the presence [7, 8]. Organisms react to the stimulus threatening their presence and resources necessary for maintaining the presence perceiving the spatial
location of both their own position and the spatial location of other living and non-living beings in a specific area [9].

**Hypothesis:** There are several factors requiring visual-spatial perception in the folk dances. In this sense, it is considered that folk dances can positively affect spatial perception.

**Purpose:** The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects on spatial perception and spatial anticipation levels the effects of control and study groups with 16 week training folk dancing training.

**Material and Method**

**Participants:** Totally 120 university students including 60 female and 60 male studying at different departments of Gaziosmanpaşa University were included into this study.

The experimental groups included the students in different departments of Gaziosmanpaşa University. While choosing the students in this group, the students were regarded not to be participated into any folk dance trainings before. Experimental male group included 30 participants with 22.43±3.04 age average, 172.43±4.07 height average, and 68.03±6.05 bodyweight average. And the experimental female group included 30 participants with 21.40±1.28 age average, 164.87±4.45 height average, and 59.23±9.18 bodyweight average.

The control group participants included the students studying at Gaziosmanpaşa University, Vocational Health School. Control male group included 30 participants with 23.20±2.66 age average, 173.47±4.73 height average, and 68.03±6.05 bodyweight average. And the control female group included 30 participants with 21.40±1.28 age average, 164.87±4.45 height average, and 59.23±9.18 bodyweight average.

The research was approved by Gaziosmanpaşa University, Faculty of Medicine Ethical Committee on 12.12.2011. Furthermore, all volunteers who participated into the research were informed with consent form, and necessary permissions were taken from the relevant university.

**Research Design:** In the research, 16-week folk dance training program was prepared in order to implement to the experimental group. The trainings were worked out for 2-hour periods for 3 days in a week. During the first 8 weeks of the trainings, folk dances of Tokat local area were taught. After the ninth week, orientation and choreography trainings on the stage were performed. Especially during the on-stage trainings, orientation live and stage information were taught. Trainings of the experimental groups were worked out in sports hall of Gaziosmanpaşa University. No trainings were worked out with the control group. The volunteers in this group maintained their normal daily activities. Brixton Spatial Anticipation Test was performed to the volunteers in the experimental and control groups at the first, eighth, and sixteenth week of the trainings, and the results were recorded.

Brixton spatial anticipation test includes 55 pages and is performed manually. There are 10 circles including 5 at the top and 5 at the bottom on the pages. One of the circles on each page has blue color. These colored circles are listed in a specific system. According to this rule, position of the colored circle on each page changes. Tested individual is asked which numbered circle will be the blue colored circle on the other page. According to this, tested participant tries to make correct prediction. Wrong and correct answers are recorded as scores [10, 11].

**Fig. 1.** Brixton Spatial Anticipation Test Order [12].

**Statistics:** For the comparison between the gender groups, significance test for the difference between the two averages was used. In situations when the number of the independent group was three and more, one-way variance analysis was used to compare the groups in terms of just one variable. After the significantly determined variance analysis, Tamhane’s T2 test developed for the situations without homogenous distribution of the variances was used for the comparison. When there are repetitions on individuals, significance test between the two pairs was used. When calculated lower than 0.05, it was accepted as statistically significant. The calculations were made using the ready statistical software (IBM SPSS Statistics 19, SPSS inc., an IBM Co., Somers, NY).

**Results**

In the comparison made between the first measurements of the female groups, no significant difference was found between the experimental female group and control female group. And in the comparison made between the first measurements of the male groups, no significant difference was also found between the experimental male group and control male group. No significant difference was found between the experimental female group and control female group in the comparison made between the second measurements of the male groups. Significant difference was not also found between the experimental male group and control male group in the comparison made between the second measurements of the male groups. Significant difference was found between the experimental female group and control female group in the comparison made between the third measurements.
of the female groups (p<0.05). In the comparison made between the second measurements of the male groups, no significant difference was found between the experimental male group and control male group.

As result of the comparisons made between the measurements of the experimental female groups, significant differences were determined between the first measurement and the second measurement, between the second measurement and the third measurement, and between the first measurement and third measurement (p<0.05). And as result of the comparisons made between the measurements of the experimental male groups, significant differences were specified between the first measurement and the second measurement, between the second measurement and the third measurement, and between the first measurement and third measurement (p<0.05).

At the end of the comparisons made between the measurements of the control female groups, significant difference was determined between the first measurement and the second measurement (p<0.05). Significant differences were also found between the second
measurement and the third measurement, and the first measurement and third measurement (p<0.05). As result of the comparisons made between the measurements of the control male groups, significant differences were proved between the first measurement and the second measurement, second measurement and the third measurement, and first measurement and the third measurement (p<0.05).

In comparison of the groups’ error averages, no significant difference was determined between the female groups and male groups according to the first, second and third measurements in terms of gender.

**Discussion**

When folk dances are considered in terms of their acting properties apart from their social and cultural properties, these can be noticed to have a very rich acting structure. It is certain that folk dance trainings performed regularly and systematically have effects at different dimensions on the organism [13]. The reason for these effects is the training programs worked out heavily before the staging performance of the folk dances. Because there are limited number of studies carried out upon how folk dance trainings can affect the dancers physically, physiologically, and mentally, it is hard to obtain concrete data.

In literature review, it was determined that there were no studies at national or international levels related to “spatial perception and spatial anticipation in folk dancers.” The mental dimension of folk dances is an important topic to be investigated. In reference to this point, this study was carried out in order to make a clarification for the literature primarily. In this sense, our research was completely original, and will make significant contributions for the subsequent studies on the same topic. Furthermore, because there were limited number of scientific studies related to this topic, the comparisons were made with the researches carried out upon the same quality but in different sports branches. According to the data obtained from the research, it was noticed when general total error averages of the groups was considered that experimental and control group error averages in all three measurements and error averages of the female and male groups were in parallel with each other.

When the comparison results made between measurement period intervals of the female and male groups (experimental and control groups) were analyzed, differences were determined between the first measurement and second measurement, second measurement and the third measurement, and the first measurement and the third measurement. Paired comparison results between the first, second and third measurements.
second and third measurements of the experimental and control groups were not parallel to our expectations. In order to say that 16-week training period had effect upon the experimental groups, it was necessary to have a change in the control groups. Obtaining similar results in both of the control and experimental groups revealed the view that long-term folk dance trainings did not affect spatial anticipation level in dancers. And this was considered to be arisen from awareness levels’ being affected due to the short interval between the measurements. Namely, it was regarded that the volunteers high possibly remembered the measurement order of the previous test between the measurements. In order for the awareness level not to have an effect, the period between the measurements was considered to be kept longer.

In a research carried out by Memmert et al., the relationship between visual attention and expertness of 40 (20 Female 20 Male) senior handball players with 24 age average and 10 sports age and 40 (20 Female 20 Male) junior handball players with 25 age average and 2 sports age was compared. In the research, it was concluded that visual attention of the senior handball players was better rather than the visual attention of the junior players [14].

In a study carried out by Jansen and Lehmann, spatial cognition level of the football players was investigated. Into the study, totally 40 volunteer university students including 20 football players and 20 sedentary with 24 age average participated. Mental rotation test was performed to the volunteers through computer software. It was found in obtained findings that football players had better spatial cognition levels rather than the ones who did not play football. In the same study, mental rotation levels of totally 40 gymnasts including 20 female and 20 male with 23 age average were investigated, and it was concluded that the gymnasts had better mental rotation levels rather than the non-gymnast ones [15].

In a research carried out by Özel et al., the relationship between sporting and spatial perception of Physical Education and Sports department students was investigated. It was found in the study that mental rotation properties of the sportsmen were better rather than the others. Moreover, mental rotation levels of the sportsmen playing in open skill-based sports branches such as basketball, football, badminton, wrestling, judo and table tennis were determined to be better than the mental rotation levels of the sportsmen playing in closed skill-based sports branches such as cycling, swimming, archery, and javelin throw. And general mental rotation properties were observed to be increased after long-term sportive activities [16].

In their research, Somon and Hassam investigated the effect of mental image training upon the skills and performances of football players at different levels. In the study, the image use scale developed by Hall, Rodgers and Barr was used. It was found in the research that there was an increase at motivation and performances of the 362 football players trained with mental imaging. Furthermore, it was revealed that image use levels of the elite football players were better rather than the image use levels of the non-elite football players [17]. According to the data obtained in these studies, mental imaging and mental rotation properties of the expert sportsmen were noticed to be better rather than the individuals not doing sports. Folk dance trainings worked out for a short period were considered as not being efficient upon the spatial perception levels of the dancers.

In the studies investigating the relationship between the spatial ability and gender, various and conflicting results were obtained. Whereas performance of the males was determined to be higher in some studies, no difference between the genders was concluded in the others. Different evaluations were made related to these obtained conflicting results [18].

Whereas Okagaki and Frensch found difference in favor of males in complex mental rotation tasks, no gender difference was found in mental rotation measurement performed with the shapes used in Tetris game at a simple level. Similarly, no gender difference was determined in computerized spatial imaging tasks [19].

Kaufman investigated whether the gender difference in mental rotation and spatial imaging abilities was valid for the running memory or not. In the research, difference according to the gender was obtained in terms of spatial imaging and mental rotation abilities [20].

Nemeth and Hoffman investigated success and gender relationship in terms of the Engineering faculty students using Mental Cutting Test (MCT). A significant difference was obtained in favor of the male students in the study [21].

In their research, Subrahmanyan and Greenfield analyzed the effect of gender upon the spatial abilities of the group including 28 male and 33 female. Performance of the males was found to be higher rather than the females in the beginning, and at the end of the study, males were determined to be more successful [22].

In their research, Hromatko and Butkovic performed spatial relationships and mental rotation test to 201 university students with 28 age average. In the study, a difference was determined in terms of the gender, and spatial abilities of the male students were higher rather than the spatial abilities of the female students [23].

In the research, Yildiz performed “Spatial Visualization Test” and “Mental Rotation Test” to the group including 56 females and 52 males. According to the obtained data, no significant difference was found in terms of the gender according to “Spatial Visualization Test” and “Mental Rotation Test” performances [18].

In their research, Linn and Petersen investigated the categorization of spatial abilities in terms of the gender differences. According to the research results, they found that there was no difference between the genders in the same age categories [24]. These researches supported the data we obtained in our study.

In the studies carried out upon the spatial abilities, it could be noticed that there were various and conflicting results related to the gender difference, and these results were associated with the various reasons. Using different age groups and different measurement tools...
could be efficient upon obtaining these different results. It was considered that long-term folk dance trainings should be worked out in order to have an effect. Furthermore, folk dance trainings affected spatial perception and spatial anticipation at the same level in terms of gender; namely, there was no difference in terms of female and male folk dancers.

**Conclusion.**

The results of this study proved that mental dimensions of the 16-week folk dance trainings were noticed to have no effect on spatial anticipation levels of the folk dancers.
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